
Half cut tiles in a brickwork design with Ice Grouting Strip

Imperial Black Marble indulges a distinct linear 
character and classic-through-to-retro appeal. The 
unmistakable appearance calls up visions of historic 
banking halls and glamorous hotels whilst managing  
to retain its intimate identity. 

When inlaid alongside contrasting grouting strips, the 
alluring visions instantly return.

Imperial Black Marble

4515 Imperial Black Marble Tile Size: 305x305mm

Half cut tiles in a brickwork design with Ice Grouting Strip



Imperial Black Marble indulges a distinct linear 
character and classic-through-to-retro appeal. The 
unmistakable appearance calls up visions of historic 
banking halls and glamorous hotels whilst managing  
to retain its intimate identity. 

When inlaid alongside contrasting grouting strips, the 
alluring visions instantly return.

Imperial Black Marble

4515 Imperial Black Marble Tile Size: 305x305mm

Straight laid on 45°



Imperial Black Marble indulges a distinct linear 
character and classic-through-to-retro appeal. The 
unmistakable appearance calls up visions of historic 
banking halls and glamorous hotels whilst managing  
to retain its intimate identity. 

When inlaid alongside contrasting grouting strips, the 
alluring visions instantly return.

Imperial Black Marble

4515 Imperial Black Marble Tile Size: 305x305mm

Three tiles together with Pearl Grouting Strip surround



The honesty and realism of natural granite is brought 
to life with Cottage Yorkstone. The rustic charms and 
variational markings bring its own level of interest to 
any room. 

From classic retreats and farmhouse cottages to  
vibrant new interiors, this faithful tile design 
incorporates a pitted surface texture to add a  
further depth of character.

Cottage Yorkstone

4531 Cottage Yorkstone Tile Size: 305x305mm

Inlaid with Classic Oak Marquetry Strip in a brickwork design



Straight laid, installed at 45°

The honesty and realism of natural granite is brought 
to life with Cottage Yorkstone. The rustic charms and 
variational markings bring its own level of interest to 
any room. 

From classic retreats and farmhouse cottages to  
vibrant new interiors, this faithful tile design 
incorporates a pitted surface texture to add a  
further depth of character.

Cottage Yorkstone

4531 Cottage Yorkstone Tile Size: 305x305mm



Two tiles together with Cream Feature Strip in a brickwork design

The honesty and realism of natural granite is brought 
to life with Cottage Yorkstone. The rustic charms and 
variational markings bring its own level of interest to 
any room. 

From classic retreats and farmhouse cottages to  
vibrant new interiors, this faithful tile design 
incorporates a pitted surface texture to add a  
further depth of character.

Cottage Yorkstone

4531 Cottage Yorkstone Tile Size: 305x305mm



Inlaid with Coffee Grouting Strip in a brickwork design

Quarried Millstone showcases a depth of warmth along 
with an earthy and individual directional decoration. 

The design exudes its unique charm even in relatively 
small rooms due to the format of the tile and delicate 
lava-like stratum effect. 

Quarried Millstone

4532 Quarried Millstone Tile Size: 305x305mm



Random stone design inlaid with Maple Marquetry Strip

Quarried Millstone showcases a depth of warmth along 
with an earthy and individual directional decoration. 

The design exudes its unique charm even in relatively 
small rooms due to the format of the tile and delicate 
lava-like stratum effect. 

Quarried Millstone

4532 Quarried Millstone Tile Size: 305x305mm



Straight laid with bespoke perimeter strip and Walnut Marquetry Strip

Quarried Millstone showcases a depth of warmth along 
with an earthy and individual directional decoration. 

The design exudes its unique charm even in relatively 
small rooms due to the format of the tile and delicate 
lava-like stratum effect. 

Quarried Millstone

4532 Quarried Millstone Tile Size: 305x305mm



Installed in an alternative brickwork pattern inlaid with Ice 
Grouting Strip

At first glance Glazed Metalstone presents an impressive 
decoration, but when you take a closer look the design 
successfully fuses together the modern appearance 
of a crisp and sleek tile with a galvanising and almost 
industrial underlying metallic effect. 

The colour of this visually appealing floor exhibits 
warming tones and a homely suitability.

Glazed Metalstone

4533 Glazed Metalstone Tile Size: 305x610mm



Brickwork pattern with Pearl Grouting Strip

At first glance Glazed Metalstone presents an impressive 
decoration, but when you take a closer look the design 
successfully fuses together the modern appearance 
of a crisp and sleek tile with a galvanising and almost 
industrial underlying metallic effect. 

The colour of this visually appealing floor exhibits 
warming tones and a homely suitability.

Glazed Metalstone

4533 Glazed Metalstone Tile Size: 305x610mm



Brickwork design

At first glance Glazed Metalstone presents an impressive 
decoration, but when you take a closer look the design 
successfully fuses together the modern appearance 
of a crisp and sleek tile with a galvanising and almost 
industrial underlying metallic effect. 

The colour of this visually appealing floor exhibits 
warming tones and a homely suitability.

Glazed Metalstone

4533 Glazed Metalstone Tile Size: 305x610mm



Straight laid with bespoke perimeter strip and Copper Feature Strip

At first glance Glazed Metalstone presents an impressive 
decoration, but when you take a closer look the design 
successfully fuses together the modern appearance 
of a crisp and sleek tile with a galvanising and almost 
industrial underlying metallic effect. 

The colour of this visually appealing floor exhibits 
warming tones and a homely suitability.

Glazed Metalstone

4533 Glazed Metalstone Tile Size: 305x610mm



Two tiles together with Graphite Grouting Strip surround, straight laid

Cool grey tones within interior decoration are becoming 
increasingly popular as they can often encourage a more 
contemporary and fresher feel. 

The clarity in sophistication is clear to see with  
Balmoral Grey Slate. The almost iced quartz-like 
secondary colour elevates the appearance to present  
a superior granite design.

Balmoral Grey Slate

4534 Balmoral Grey Slate Tile Size: 305x610mm



Offset keysquare pattern inlaid with Ice Grouting Strip

Cool grey tones within interior decoration are becoming 
increasingly popular as they can often encourage a more 
contemporary and fresher feel. 

The clarity in sophistication is clear to see with  
Balmoral Grey Slate. The almost iced quartz-like 
secondary colour elevates the appearance to present  
a superior granite design.

Balmoral Grey Slate

4534 Balmoral Grey Slate Tile Size: 305x610mm



Brickwork pattern with Ice Grouting Strip

Cool grey tones within interior decoration are becoming 
increasingly popular as they can often encourage a more 
contemporary and fresher feel. 

The clarity in sophistication is clear to see with  
Balmoral Grey Slate. The almost iced quartz-like 
secondary colour elevates the appearance to present  
a superior granite design.

Balmoral Grey Slate

4534 Balmoral Grey Slate Tile Size: 305x610mm



Chequerboard effect with Welsh Raven Slate, inlaid with Grey 
Grouting Strip

Cool grey tones within interior decoration are becoming 
increasingly popular as they can often encourage a more 
contemporary and fresher feel. 

The clarity in sophistication is clear to see with  
Balmoral Grey Slate. The almost iced quartz-like 
secondary colour elevates the appearance to present  
a superior granite design.

Balmoral Grey Slate

4534 Balmoral Grey Slate Tile Size: 305x610mm



Brickwork design inlaid with Grey Grouting Strip

Dark Grey and black floors are often selected to  
intensify a homes interior. The strength in base colour 
provides a commanding platform for surrounding 
furniture and accessories. 

Welsh Raven Slate demonstrates a convincing 
authenticity which is sympathetic to its core design.  
The tile features subtle supporting tones with a riven 
slate surface texture in a brick format.

Welsh Raven Slate

4535 Welsh Raven Slate Tile Size: 305x610mm



Chequerboard effect with Balmoral Grey Slate, inlaid with Grey 
Grouting Strip

Dark Grey and black floors are often selected to  
intensify a homes interior. The strength in base colour 
provides a commanding platform for surrounding 
furniture and accessories. 

Welsh Raven Slate demonstrates a convincing 
authenticity which is sympathetic to its core design.  
The tile features subtle supporting tones with a riven 
slate surface texture in a brick format.

Welsh Raven Slate

4535 Welsh Raven Slate Tile Size: 305x610mm



Natural Limestone with Ice Grouting Strip, installed alongside 
Virginia Walnut straight laid

When it comes to clean, contemporary floor tiles, 
limestone is a clear choice. The understated  
elegance and sophistication lends itself perfectly  
to organic colourways. 

The Natural Limestone design details subtle yet 
intricate markings which replicate the historic nature 
of the material. All this in a practical, hygienic and 
hardwearing construction.

Natural Limestone

4536 Natural Limestone Tile Size: 457x457mm



Three tiles installed together, inlaid with a Graphite Grouting 
Strip surround

When it comes to clean, contemporary floor tiles, 
limestone is a clear choice. The understated  
elegance and sophistication lends itself perfectly  
to organic colourways. 

The Natural Limestone design details subtle yet 
intricate markings which replicate the historic nature 
of the material. All this in a practical, hygienic and 
hardwearing construction.

Natural Limestone

4536 Natural Limestone Tile Size: 457x457mm



When it comes to clean, contemporary floor tiles, 
limestone is a clear choice. The understated  
elegance and sophistication lends itself perfectly  
to organic colourways. 

The Natural Limestone design details subtle yet 
intricate markings which replicate the historic nature 
of the material. All this in a practical, hygienic and 
hardwearing construction.

Natural Limestone

4536 Natural Limestone Tile Size: 457x457mm

Inlaid with Coffee Grouting Strip



When it comes to clean, contemporary floor tiles, 
limestone is a clear choice. The understated  
elegance and sophistication lends itself perfectly  
to organic colourways. 

The Natural Limestone design details subtle yet 
intricate markings which replicate the historic nature 
of the material. All this in a practical, hygienic and 
hardwearing construction.

Natural Limestone

4536 Natural Limestone Tile Size: 457x457mm

Straight laid



As with Natural Limestone, this Fossil variation provides 
a striking response to high-design demands. The pitted 
effects and delicate marbling have been intelligently 
crafted to complement modern materials and 
architectural features. 

As with all Colonia products, bespoke floor designs are 
easily achieved by following our numerous suggestions 
or by employing your own creativity.

Fossil Limestone

4537 Fossil Limestone Tile Size: 457x457mm

Inlaid with Ice Grouting Strip in a brickwork design



As with Natural Limestone, this Fossil variation provides 
a striking response to high-design demands. The pitted 
effects and delicate marbling have been intelligently 
crafted to complement modern materials and 
architectural features. 

As with all Colonia products, bespoke floor designs are 
easily achieved by following our numerous suggestions 
or by employing your own creativity.

Fossil Limestone

4537 Fossil Limestone Tile Size: 457x457mm

Straight laid



As with Natural Limestone, this Fossil variation provides 
a striking response to high-design demands. The pitted 
effects and delicate marbling have been intelligently 
crafted to complement modern materials and 
architectural features. 

As with all Colonia products, bespoke floor designs are 
easily achieved by following our numerous suggestions 
or by employing your own creativity.

Fossil Limestone

4537 Fossil Limestone Tile Size: 457x457mm

Random width tile design featuring full, 2/3 & 1/3 tiles, inlaid 
with Grey Grouting Strip


